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Abstract
An explosion of scientific publications over the last decades has increased the need for review
articles: Carefully crafted scientific review articles can provide the novice reader with an overview
of a new subject and provide the expert with a synthesis of scientific evidence, proof of
reproducibility of published data and pooled estimates of common truth through meta-analyses.
Unfortunately, while there are ample presentations and published guidelines for the preparation of
scientific articles available, detailed information about how to properly prepare scientific review
articles is relatively scarce. This perspective summarizes possible mistakes that can lead to
misinformation in scientific review articles with the goal to help authors to improve the scientific
contribution of their review article and thereby, increase the respective value of these articles for
the scientific community.
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Introduction
An explosion of scientific publications over the
last decades has increased the need of scientific
review articles: Carefully crafted scientific review
articles can provide the novice reader with an
overview of a new subject and provide the expert
with a synthesis of scientific evidence, insights on the
reproducibility of published data and pooled
estimates of common truth through meta-analyses.
Unfortunately, while there are ample presentations
and published guidelines for the preparation of
scientific articles available, detailed information about
how to properly prepare scientific review articles is
relatively scarce. This perspective should provide a
non-comprehensive summary of potential mistakes
that I noticed as reviewer, editorial board member,
teacher and reader. This reflection is primarily meant
to guide authors to write high quality review articles,
although readers could also use the provided
information to identify existing review articles, which

might not be as factual or reliable as presumed. I hope
that this discussion will improve the quality of
scientific reviews and thereby, increase the respective
value of these articles for our scientific community.

Topic not clearly defined or redundant
Review articles critically synthetize information
from multiple original scientific articles on a
well-defined topic with the goal to inform the reader
about the current status of scientific evidence and its
implications. Just as with original scientific articles, it
is important to choose the topic of a review article
carefully. Great review articles start with a clearly
defined problem or question [1]. Before getting started
with a new review of any subject, it is important to
conduct a thorough review of already existing review
articles in order to prevent redundant work on an
already investigated topic. Look for topics that have
not yet been thoroughly reviewed, topics that warrant
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a re-investigation/update or topics for which you can
outline a new question or new problem. A common
mistake is to start with a pile of literature rather than a
clearly defined problem or question [1]. Examples of
interesting topics could be a controversy between two
or more competing theories/ approaches, review of a
new discovery, progress of a new technology /
scientific area, or a previously unnoticed problem.
Evidence-based clinical studies use the “PICO”
technique for framing a clinical question with
reference to Patient/Population, Intervention,
Comparison and Outcome. An example would be: In
patients with neuroendocrine tumors (P), do theranostics
(I) achieve improved outcomes (O) compared to standard
chemotherapy (C)? There are at least 14 approaches to
organizing the scientific literature [2]. Common types
of review articles are the literature review, a
qualitative summary of a given topic, and the
systematic literature review, a more comprehensive
evaluation of the primary research literature on a
specific question. Irrespective of the type of review, it
should follow a clearly outlined topic and structure.

No expert input
An expert’s assessment of the literature is highly
valuable to the scientific community. However,
experts are often occupied with other responsibilities
and pass on requests for review articles to more junior
lab members. Junior scientists might contribute fresh
ideas to the field and benefit from the review process
by familiarizing themselves with the pertinent
literature, learning about cutting-edge research,
summarizing complex research results and practicing
their critical thinking skills. A great review article can
also help advance the career of a junior investigator
by attracting wide recognition by others in the field.
However, when preparing research articles alone, a
junior investigator could miss important aspects that
are readily apparent to an expert. There are no agreed
upon evidence-based guidelines as to who qualifies as
a review article author. There is no required training
or pre-defined level of expertise. The responsibility
for the qualification of the primary author and the
accuracy and integrity of presented information lies
with the corresponding author. It is therefore
advisable to solicit and include the knowledge and
expertise of senior members of the author team
throughout the preparation of a review article, from
the planning stage to article submission. There are
several organizations that develop methodologies and
provide training for systematic, valid and reliable
review articles. These include the Campbell
Collaboration, Centre for Reviews and Dissemination,
Cochrane Collaboration, Institute of Medicine
Framework, and the Joanna Briggs Institute. [3]
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Cherry Picking
The abundance of available scientific literature
makes it difficult to perform a comprehensive
literature research on most topics and include every
piece of information that was ever published. In
addition, even the most ambitious authors will have
to face limits with regards to their effort and time as
well as maximum allowed pages and citations for
their article. Therefore, it is important to clearly define
the scope of the review and the process of selecting
studies while avoiding bias in selecting articles that
unilaterally support the scientific viewpoint of the
author. A superficial, broad review is likely less
valuable than a focused review on a clearly defined
subject. At the same time, missing key references can
be detrimental for the article and the author’s
reputation. An incomplete literature review will raise
questions about potential bias and the validity of the
statements made. It is therefore important to invest
considerable time and effort into a careful literature
review and clear outline of the selection process [2]. If
key articles are hand-selected from a database, then
two or more reviewers should be involved in the
selection process. These reviewers must select articles
independently, based on clearly defined criteria, and
results of both searches are included in the
subsequent literature review, including overlapping
and non-overlapping articles. Some researchers might
be overly enthusiastic about their own research work
while others might not mention their own work at all
[1]. Unless the author has been specifically invited to
review their own work, a great review article will be
balanced with regards to quantity and promotion/
criticism of self-citations. Many academic institutions
offer librarian assistance for this increasingly complex
task, which involves selecting appropriate databases
and effective key words, accessing all relevant
full-text articles and recording the database search
parameters. The linear or iterative search is then
described in detail in the review article, often
accompanied by a flow chart (see Fig. 1). Importantly,
a review article summarizes evidence from original
research articles, not review articles. A review of
review articles is a new and distinct type of synthesis
termed “overview”. [4]
Care should also be taken in accurate
reproduction of figures from original research articles.
Reproducing only part of an original figure or
combining figure parts from two or more different
articles into a new figure can perhaps inadvertently
maximize the scope of the author’s preferred
hypotheses or lead to entirely new, and perhaps
un-validated conclusions. For example, in the area of
theranostics, it should be avoided to reproduce an MR
image from one article with histology data from an
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entirely different article, because it could lead to false
conclusions that the two are in any way related.

Not synthetizing information
A review article should not only consist of a
collection of articles, but also provide an organized
overview of the methods that led to the assembled
literature along with a critical analysis of the collected
data and the bigger lessons being taught. Flow charts
and graphics are useful to clarify the selection
pathway and provide a comprehensive overview
about which and how many articles were excluded or
included in the review (Fig. 1). A literature review
that spans a long time interval can be accompanied by
a timeline that shows the historical sequence of
events/development. It is useful to focus on one idea
or discussion point per paragraph and avoid
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discussing only one study per paragraph. Synthetize
information obtained from several studies by critically
reviewing one common topic of several articles. If the
selected articles contain quantitative data that lend
themselves to statistical analyses of pooled data, then
a meta-analysis can be performed. For a metaanalysis, the underlying statistical analysis should be
described in detail and results can be displayed in
tables or charts as deemed appropriate [2]. Individual
studies are assigned a weight based on the sample
size and conclusions are reported based on accuracy
and precision of individual studies’ results. [5] The
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses) guidelines provide a
27-item checklist to improve the quality of
meta-analyses and can be further enhanced by open
registration of systematic literature reviews [6].

Figure 1. Example of a flow chart for reporting a systematic literature review: It is important to define the overall search topic and language. Different
databases are accessed through well defined inclusion search terms, exclusion search terms and well defined article type(s). The initial selection of articles by key
words is usually computer based and can be easily reproduced by any other researcher. Therefore, computer-based searches usually only require one reviewer. For
search terms, consider synonyms, singular/plural forms, adjectives and different spellings, among others. Use Boolean search operators such as AND, OR or NOT to
broaden or narrow the search. Medical subject headings (MeSH) in the Medline database can be searched to find articles on a specific life sciences subject. Use
truncation symbol "x" or x*, depending on database, to find words with variable endings (e.g. "parent" or parent* will find parent, parents and parenting) and wildcard
symbol for variable characters (e.g. wom#n for woman and women). Use parentheses for searches that should run first. Whenever a manual selection process is
involved, at last 2 reviewers must perform this selection independently. Results of both searches are included in the subsequent assessment, including overlapping and
non-overlapping articles. This avoids selection-bias. Inclusion and exclusion criteria should be defined before starting the review and results should be documented
such that another researcher using the same criteria would arrive at the same result. The search can be registered with PROSPERO or similar online platforms to
document that it did not deviate from its pre-defined criteria. Key features from the review protocol are recorded and maintained as a permanent record.
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The elephant in the room: False data
When sorting through a seemingly endless sea of
information, it can be difficult to recognize which data
or conclusions are correct or not. Data reproducibility
describes the ability to generate the same results of a
prior study using the same raw data or by performing
a duplicate set of experiments [7]. Potentially
describing false or untrue data is a particular risk for
review articles as the author was usually not present
when the original experiments were conducted.
Therefore, the author of a review article cannot
usually provide first-hand information about the rigor
and integrity of the reported experiment or acquired
raw data. Ultimately, the key to scientific
advancements is figuring out a process or system that
can help us identify reliable information. Review
articles might provide an opportunity in this regard,
as they could be used to assemble and report
information about method reproducibility (provide
enough detail that the experiment can be reproduced),
result reproducibility (reproducibility of results with
an independent study) and inferential reproducibility
(drawing qualitatively similar conclusions from a
different experiment or re-analysis of the original
study). [7]
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authors, expert advisors, reviewers and journal
editors. The scientific community will surely benefit
from authors taking the points above into
consideration.
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How to do it right
A great review consists of a clearly defined topic,
carefully collected key articles, a discussion of the
main areas of scientific debate, a summary of
unsolved questions and a critical appraisal of
implications for the field. One possible approach is to
organize a review article similar to an original
scientific manuscript [1]: (i) Start with background
information and define the problem or gap in
knowledge (the introduction). (ii) Clarify the review
type, scope of review and methodological approach
(similar to a methods section of an original scientific
article). It can be helpful to provide a flow chart; (iii)
Next, review the research articles on the chosen topic.
(iv) Critically appraise relationships, commonalities,
confirmations, gaps and inconsistencies between
different studies, along with a discussion of
implications for the field and needed next steps. Point
(iii) and (iv) can be intertwined as long as citations
and discussions/interpretations are clearly defined. It
is important to follow a clearly defined, thorough
methodology and limit reported facts and conclusions
to those supported by the review.
Review articles provide an increasingly important means to organize and synthetize an exponentially
increasing number of scientific publications. Writing a
great review article is an art, which is largely
dependent on the time, effort and expertise of junior
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